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Biochemistry and readily rectified. Additionally, suggestions on new topics for Molecular Biology. The first edition was published as a single this Handbook and notification of errors are always appreciated. Volume in 1968 under the guidance of Herbert Sober. Selected books may be borrowed overnight from this collection. You are also welcome to make use of the main collection of books and journals but borrowing these is not permitted. Part II and Part III Biochemistry students have priority for seating in the library. The Assistant Librarian is available to help in locating books. There are a number of very good biochemistry text books available some of which are quite general and cover similar topics, while others are more specialized. It’s probably a good idea to choose one of the “Leading General Biochemistry Texts” that suits you, then use the INTERACTOME: The complete set of molecular interactions in cells. Molecular interactions can occur between molecules of different groups (proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, etc.) or within the same group. PROTEOME: The proteome is the complete set of proteins, which encompasses the functional information present in a cell or organism including the function, type and interactions of the proteins. GENOME: The genome is the complete set of an organism’s genetic or hereditary information. This textbook “Biochemistry” has become one of the most preferred text books (in India and many Wilson & Gisvold’s Textbook of Organic Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Chemistry (Wilson and Gisvold’s Textbook of Organic and Pharmaceutical Chemistry). 1,000 Pages· 2003· 24.42 MB· 33,020 Downloads· New! Dr (Brig) MN Chatterjea is an eminent author. His book Textbook of Medical Biochemistry Modern Parasitology: A Textbook of Parasitology. 294 Pages· 1993· 504 KB· 13,066 Downloads· New!